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Introduction
When I first arrived at OpenDNS there was a plethora of awesome botnet, DGA, and
timeseries detection algorithms however there was not a lot of research around phishing
detection, which made sense because when you think of phishing you think of Email, not
necessarily DNS. This necessity to add a phishing detection algorithm to our arsenal is the
primary motivation behind NLPRank, the model we will discuss in this paper. Further inspiration
and training sets for the algorithm came from the awesome, homegrown, communitybased
phishing verification system Phishtank. Typically when an analyst performs hit review they view
the site in question in a Tor Browser, their mind gains summary of page by looking at it, and
they make decision whether it’s malicious or not. The goal of NLPRank is to automate this
process and detect dedicated and compromised phishing domains in our authoritative DNS log
stream using unsupervised learning/topic modeling techniques in realtime fashion. Essentially
we are trying to create an automated analyst. In this paper we will first give some background
on phishing as an overall attack (Artsiom and Vinny), next we will give an overview of
Avalanche, our streaming data processing pipeline (Thibault), and finally we will discuss the
detection model NLPRank (Jeremiah).

Overview of Phishing Attacks
Phishing is the attempt to acquire sensitive information such as usernames, passwords, and credit
card details (and sometimes, indirectly, money), often for malicious reasons, by masquerading as a

trustworthy entity in an electronic communication. While a phish can be approached from many
different platforms (i.e. text message, phone call or email), we will review most common campaigns.
1. 
Phishing email campaigns
Email can be a powerful persuasion device for attackers and con artists alike. It has become a
basic mode of communication for many people and is considered crucial for many companies to run a
successful business. People have grown so accustomed to email that they rarely question the integrity of
an email’s source or content.
Phishing scams are a form of cybercrime that involves defrauding users by acting as legitimate
companies or organizations in order to obtain sensitive information such as passwords and login
credentials.
This brings to light the concept of Email Spoofing. Email spoofing is the forgery of an email
header so that the message appears to have originated from someone or somewhere other than the actual
source. Because the SMTP provides little in the way of authentication or integrity checking, anyone with
the requisite knowledge can connect to the server and use it to send messages. To send spoofed email,
senders insert commands in headers that will alter message information. It is possible to send a message
that appears to be from anyone, anywhere, saying whatever the sender wants it to say. Thus, someone
could send spoofed email that appears to be from you with a message that you didn't write.
Another common attribute of phishing emails is the use of Link Manipulation. Link
Manipulation is a fairly easy thing to accomplish. Essentially every link that's posted in an email can be
changed to redirect to wherever the attacker wishes. An attacker can make it look like the link is going
to the homepage of a legitimate company and redirect the victim to a malicious site they have set up.
While a lot of phishes tend to be general and not personal, there are some that are. Spear
phishing, for instance, is an email or electronic communications scam targeted towards a specific
individual, organization or business. These emails will target the victim personally, often by posing as a
trusted individual or company.
The Cloning method is another attribute that’s commonly found in the more highquality
phishes. Cloning is a type of phishing attack whereby a legitimate, and previously delivered, email
containing an attachment or link has had its content and recipient address (or addresses) taken and used

to create an almost identical or cloned email. The attachment or Link within the email is replaced with a
malicious version and then sent from an email address spoofed to appear to come from the original
sender.
Delivery scheme

Example of phishing emails:

BankofAmerica campaign

IRS campaign

Below are the top ten recent phishing alerts reported by Fraudwatch International.
Bank of America – Bank of America – Important Notice
Westpac Bank – Your Account Has Been Blocked
PayPal – Resolve remote access
Chase Bank – INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR ACCOUNT
Outlook – FW: (WARNING) Microsoft Account Suspension
Chase Bank – Fwd: Online Message From Chase Onlline
Apple Store – About your last Transaction
PayPal – We were unable to process your request
Bank of America – Fwd: We Have Temporaly disabled Your Account!!!!!!
PayPal – [PayPal] Alert from our security seystem !

2. 
Phishing web pages

Phishing web pages can generally be separated into 2 categories, 'compromised' and 'dedicated.'
A compromised website is a site that wasn't created for the purposes of phishing, but was later "hacked,"
or compromised, with the aim of installing a phish page on the site without the owner's knowledge.
Dedicated phishing sites are created specifically for the purpose of being used as a phish, and can often
be a play off of the name of the company itself (i.e. a Facebook phish url might be something like
faceboook.cn). The PhishTank.com website, which is a website that allows anybody to submit phishing
urls to the site which then allows the community there to vote and decide if the site is a phish or not,
handles both compromised and dedicated phishes, however sees many more compromised sites on
average.

2.1. Dedicated phishing web pages (Typosquatting )
Typosquatting is a wellknown security problem. In a typosquatting campaign, a malicious actor
will target one or more wellknown websites or brands and register domains very similar to the
legitimate domain. Typosquatting easily solves one of the biggest hurdles for these bad actors: delivery
of the malicious content. In typosquatting, users just show up. In some cases, effects can be relatively
mild, such as: the user is redirected to objectionable material; the user is presented items for purchase
from storefronts of questionable repute; or the user sees content that unfavorably portrays the intended
brand or site. Effects can also be much worse. APWG reports that in the fourth quarter of 2015, 20,320
phishing websites were detected. Compared with the 67,765 unique phishing email campaigns reported
during that period, phishing websites present a lower, while still significant, risk. The malicious actor
can spoof a real site to harvest login credentials, place backdoors on a system, install ransomware, or
really anything else of his choosing.

Usually created as web clones utilizing software : Website Ripper Copier, NCollector Studio,
WebSiteSniffer, WebCopier, SiteSucker, WebCopy, Wget, etc.

and

services

like

SiteCloner,

clonezone,

copyanywebsite,

etc.

:

Depending on what software or service were used different breadcrumbs can be found, but the main goal
is create identical page.

Most popular methods attackers use to fake domain names:

1. Registering domain in different domain zones, for example:

wellsomebank.com
wellsomebank.us
wellsomebank.net
wellsomebank.om
wellsomebank.org

1. Registering domain using homoglyphs  graphically identical or similar to each
other symbols, so the address bar that contains homoglyph will look like
legitimate page, for example:

weIIs0mebank.com – l to capital I, o to 0
we11sornebank.com – l to 1, m to rn
wellsomedank.com – b to d

The homoglyph table can look like this:

1. Registering subdomain with similar name or domain where [.] (between original
domain and subdomain) replaced with [], for example:

some.bank.com – original domain
somebank.com – phishing domain

1. Registering domain using duplicated symbols, for example:

ssomebank.com,. soomebank.com,
sommebank.com, someebank.com
somebbank.com, somebaank.com,
somebannk.com, somebankk.com

1. Registering domain with changed arrangement of the letters, for example:

smoebank.com, osmebank.com, sombeank.com,
soembank.com, sombaenk.com, someabnk.com

Dedicated phishing sites usually hosted using free, rogue or bulletproof hosting providers:
000webhost is the biggest free hosting provider on web. Free web hosting with PHP and
MySQL. Domain netne.net is used by our clients to host their websites. Each subdomain on *.netne.net
is managed by a different customer. And with data from investigate we detect over 500 domains
associated with malware and phishing threats.

Another highly abused registrant let you register .om domains.

Research from
endgame.com

indicates how malicious authors uses this types of TLDs:

Many researchers also prove that most of the machines serving up these domains have severe
unpatched vulnerabilities, including some which could provide arbitrary remote access. That is, these
hosts could easily be exploited by other actors to serve up alternate (possibly worse) malicious content
than what’s currently being served.

Delivery scheme

The redirect to real webpage doesn’t have place sometimes, but most sophisticated and intelligent
phishing campaigns do it to hide malicious activity, that happens in between the redirects. Most users
think they mistyped credentials and login to the legitimate site.

Example of fake survey on domain goggle[.]com:

2.2. Compromised phishing web pages
Compromised pages usually serves phishing pages within the domain. Implementation of them
can vary from “login with” buttons to adding phishing web page as subdomain. This type of phishing
often targets social media, blogs, news portals, ecommerce pages. In this case malicious author who got
access to compromised domain embeds redirect to phishing page.

Accessing one of these pages tends to lead the user’s browser to a few different web pages in a
very short period of time, with the ultimate destination having content that may not even be relevant to
the URI accessed in the first place. The redirections are in place for a few different reasons:

● The original URI can be made to appear somewhat legitimate, obscuring the path users will be forced
to go down upon access.

● The malicious actors can redirect the users to targeted platformspecific and / or locationspecific
content that may entice a naïve user to continue their journey further down the rabbit hole.

● The actors can change the destination web pages in an instant by modifying one or more of the redirect
pages, thus allowing for easy pivoting to new pages or servers much like an incredibly frustrating game
of WhackAMole.
● Tracking cookies can be generated along the way to the ultimate destination and placed within the
user’s browser cache to surreptitiously monitor their behavior and provide further means for the actors
to monetize a user’s unfortunate trip to their site.

Delivery scheme

Examples:
Sign in with Facebook redirect to subdomain facebook0

Google drive phish served as index.php file

Big Data Engineering/Data Pipeline
In a world where threat actors move fast and the Internet evolves in a nondeterministic
fashion, turning threat intelligence into automated protection has proven to be a challenge for the
information security industry. While traditional threat research methods will never go away,
there is an increasing need for powerful decision models that can process data in a realtime
fashion and scale to incorporate increasinglyrich sources of threat intel. This talk will focus on
one way to build a scalable machine learning infrastructure in realtime on a massive amount of
DNS data. In this talk, we will offer a sneak peek into how OpenDNS does scalable data science
on ~80B DNS queries per day. We will touch on two core components, Big Data engineering
and Big Data science, and specifically how they are used to implement a realtime threat
detection systems for largescale network traffic.

To begin, we will detail Avalanche, a stream processing framework that helps OpenDNS
data scientists create their own data processing pipelines using a modular graphoriented
representation. Each node acts as a data stream processor running as a process, thread or EC2
instance. In this graph database, the edges represent streaming channels connecting the different
inputs and outputs of the nodes. The whole data pipeline can then easily be scaled and deployed
to hundreds of instances in an AWS cloud.
The Avalanche project's paradigm is to translate the approach that the finance world has
been using for decades in high frequency or quantitative trading and apply it to traffic analysis.
Applying intelligent detection models as close as possible to the data source holds the key to
build a truly predictive security system, one where requests are classified and filtered on the fly.
In our particular case at OpenDNS, we see a strong interest in integrating such a detection
pipeline at the resolver level.
The Avalanche Project is where concepts from high frequency trading combine with high
frequency classification. Avalanche follows the master/slave grid architecture. We manage the
cluster with Boto & Fabric. Currently Avalanche is benchmarking 
around 30000 messages per

second per process
. Avalanche uses ZeroMQ which is a very fast messaging system. The system
works with a masterslave infrastructure. Here is an example of node (plugin) and edge (output
stream) structure.

Detection
We will next discuss how we integrate our statistical model NLPRank into Avalanche,
and show some benchmarks. NLPRank at its core is a fraud detection system that applies
machine learning to the HTML content of a domain's web page to extract relevant terms and
identify whether the content is potentially malicious or not. In this sense we are automating the
security analyst’s decisionmaking process in judging whether a website is legitimate or not.
Typically when an analyst performs a review for a domain or URL in question, the analyst visits
the site in a TOR browser, analyzes the content, and identifies the themes/summarize the page
before deciding whether it's a fake or a false positive. In this talk, we will describe how we have
automated this process at OpenDNS. The goal of our model is to basically automating this
process for brand name associated phishes, and give back a probability on how close they think it
is to a phish.
We will also discuss the unique heuristics of NLPRank, and the natural language
processing techniques it uses. Additionally, we will discuss the design and implementation of our
phishing classification system. We will provide an overview of data preprocessing techniques
and the information retrieval/natural language processing techniques used by our classifier. We

will then discuss how Avalanche manages the results of NLPRank, how we add those results to
our block lists and periodically retrain our corpus, and Avalanche’s overall performance.

Heuristic 1:
Textprocessing is resource intensive so when working with 80B+ DNS Queries a day we
want to throw out as much data as possible. NLPRank filters traffic by ASNs, discarding traffic
from all the ASNs that are associated with legitimate brands. For example you would expect a
domain advertising a gmail security update to come from a domain associated with Google. In
this way an ASN basically acts as one’s zip code on the internet. We have 
built an ASN map of
all legit companies of top spoofed brand names (ex. Google, Wells Fargo, etc.). 
Checks if ASN
of IP of FQDN is in this map and not associated with top brand name ASNs.

Heuristic #2:
For the next step we have defined a ‘malicious language’ among FQDNs to be applied to
the FQDNs in our authoritative logs. For this task we ran statistics on common ngram
collocations (cooccurrences) of dictionary words and brand names across a large set of
malicious/phishing domains. Additionally we applied a common NLP technique called
‘stemming’, which gets the root of the word. Common stemmed dictionary words were: secur,
updat, install, serv, etc. For example: paypalsecurityupdate.info. These are characteristics
exhibited by both APT and phishing domains.
Here are examples of APT domains:
Dark Hotel (Kaspersky):
● adobeupdates[.]com
● adobeplugs[.]net
● adoberegister[.]flashserv[.]net
● microsoftxpupdate[.]com
Carbanak (Kasperksy):
● updatejava[.]net
● adobeupdate[.]net

APT 1 Domains (Mandiant):
● gmailboxes[.]com
● microsoftupdateinfo[.]com
● firefoxupdata[.]com

We use a combination of editdistance on substrings algorithm for brand names and regex
patterns/automata theory flag based on those.

Heuristic #3:
For domains that are flagged by the editdistance and regex layer, the next step in the
process is to do a GET request to retrieve the HTML content from the page. Since crawling
HTML content is a heavyweight process we have created a distributed crawler to perform
asynchronous requests to fetch the content when given an input list of domains. After we fetch
the content we apply some minor preprocessing/cleaning and tokenization of the content on the
page. Next step is converting the documents to vector space by tallying up the word counts, and
then we apply TFIDF (TermFrequencyInverse Document Frequency) as a weighting schema
to put more weight on important words in the document. Term frequency is defined as # of times
term 
t
appears in document
d
. It is important to note term relevance does not increase
proportional with term frequency. Inverse Document Frequency is defined as the # of documents
that contain term 
t
. TFIDF would then be defined as TF weight * IDF weight. Once we have the
TFIDF weighted vectors, we apply an Unsupervised Algorithm, Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI),
which applies a linear algebra technique called Singular Value Decomposition, which performs
dimensionality reduction/ clustering on the termdocument vectors. Now our model is ready and
upon each input we convert our input document to LSI (vector) space and then compare against
each of the documents in the corpusmatrix using cosine similarity (normalized dot product).

This returns a score between 1 and 1 on how similar the query is to the documents in the matrix.
1 meaning exactly opposite, 0 meaning independent, 1 meaning they are the same. One of the
innovative things about this type of NLP is that we are using an unsupervised algorithm to
generate features (topics) to make a supervised decision (comparing it to labeled corpus dataset).
To quote Michal Sofka, the Cisco CTA Cognitive Threat Analytics Lead, 
“Unsupervised
Learning is the future. It’s all about the features.”

Overview of the System:
Figure 2 gives a visual overview of the whole system:

Results:

For our results we are catching a combination of compromised and dedicated phishing
domains. The compromised domains we are detecting exhibit domain shadowing features. Most
of the results among DNS traffic are dedicated hosting. Here are a few examples:

hpaypal[.]co[.]uk detected with 99.9% probability, February 9th 2016, created February
9th, 2016

webappspypl.com detected with 99.6% probability, February 11, created February 10,
2016.

Here is a spoof on Gmail, googledraive[.]com detected with high confidence score of 95.5%

One of the interesting things we have been seeing is as we pivot around the email address in
Investigate something we often see is a whole slew of phishing domains also associated with the
same email address.

Here was a site we picked up with high confidence:
securityappleinc.com 0.9436904191970825,Apple/www.lcloudidds.top.html

Pivoting on the email address associated with that domains:

All very similar pages:

Here is an example where you can also pivot around IP address:
20160226T16:15:01.418Z www[.]gmailremind[.]tk 0.9633020758628845
Google/www.gmailedit.pw.html

Here is an example of an Apple page created February 3rd, and then we see the first query on
February 5th, detected with high probability after only 1 query, appleidverifysuport[.]com:
20160205T22:06:28.109Z appleidverifysuport.com
0.8936428427696228,Apple/
www.apple.uk.idvrfy.email.html

Then after we added it to the corpus we were getting really high rate hits:
20160302T04:21:00.552Z icloud[.]accountid[.]com 0.9970257878303528
Apple/appleidverifysuport.com.html
20160317T10:10:37.374Z applesecurelogin[.]com 0.9799830317497253
Apple/appleidverifysuport.com.html

Here are some examples of domain shadowing/compromised sites:
The regular site ruralmaquinas[.]com[.]br:

Here is the compromised page located multiple subdomains deep:
paypallimeited[.]com[.]cgi[.]bin[.]merchantpaymentweb[.]cmd[.]flowsession[.]05swp[.]rura
lmaquinas[.]com[.]br

Here is another one:
20160326T10:47:26.379Z
www[.]accounts[.]google[.]com[.]gmailreverificationonline89754serversecured[.]stephaniel
assalle[.]com 0.9815937280654907 Google/www.whiskeymemoirs.com.html

Wellsfargo.com.amserver.ui.login.onlineaccounts.billing.account.updatemyaccount.wellsfr
ago.com.onlineaccounts.upgrade.online.billing.account.update.nlineaccounts.upgrade.o.car
toonnotworksoltion.org.html
Sss[.]www[.]facebook[.]com[.]uk2[.]gsr[.]awhoer[.]net
Here are some more examples of Dedicated Phishing domains:

20160306T04:24:11.808Z paypalaccountssecurity[.]com 0.9957063794136047
Paypal/bluespruceus.com.html
Traffic Patterns
Generally for dedicated hosting we see domains that are registered very recently and just become
active for phishing. Here are a few examples:

This is different than compromised domains.

Model Stacking/Combining with Spike Detection:

As mentioned above the phishing sites we see generally have low traffic patterns, but
www[.]icloudsafri[.]com is an example that we caught that was particularly interesting in that it
exhibited a large spike in traffic around March 4th. This is indicative of a largescale phishing
campaign, and we’re able to detect this at OpenDNS Labs by stacking phishing and our spike
model (worked on by Dhia and Thomas).

Caught by Phishing Detection today close to around 95% probability:
20160304T10:39:38.372Z www[.]icloudsafri[.]com 0.9479695558547974
Apple/applelock.ru.html

Confirmed with Thomas also caught by Spike:

icloudsafri.com
. 1.0

1749

1749.0

1514

23

{((nyc),109),((ash),88),((chi),95),((yvr),17

),((ams),110),((cdg),39),((prg),27),((yyz),24),((nrt),12),((sin),71),((otp),24),((fra),227),((jnb),18),
((dfw),135),((lax),43),((wrw),106),((pao),40),((mia),301),((ber),8),((sea),43),((hkg),70),((syd),17
),((lon),125)}

{((1),1749)}

False Positives:
Some of the False Positives we are identifying are domains which are protected by the
service MarkMonitor/CSC domains which are typically typosquatting looking domains that
redirect back to the legitimate website. For example: wellsfarge.com → redirects back to →
wellsfargo.com. This actually proved to be useful in our research because it is an indicator we
are on the right track being that MarkMonitor protects against brandinfringement, and testing
against the legitimate site itself will give back high cosine similarity scores. Markmonitor
domains function almost like test data interspersed within our live DNS feeds.
Some of the other FPs we’re having are not phishes, but are not necessarily sites people
will miss. Ex. googles.ru redirecting to payperinstall.ru.

Immediate Goals/Outcomes:
We have a couple primary goals/outcomes that we are focusing on as a result of this
detection technique. First and foremost is to detect dedicated and compromised domains in live
DNS Traffic. Additionally now that we are acquired by Cisco we are working on integrating
NLPRank with their Cloud Web Services/Proxy/HTTP logs, and also their EMail Corpus. The
second is to apply NLPRank as a recommender system to reduce submission to verification time
on Phishtank and push those out to community. Another thing we are working on is stacking
models, similar to the example we gave above about combining Spike Detection (worked on by
Thomas and Dhia) and Phishing Detection models to discover largescale phishing campaigns as
they are happening. Another concept we are working on trying to detect targeted attacks, while
DNS is limited we are optimistic with the addition of the Proxy and Email Corpus dataset we can
start detecting them.

